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Abstract
The paper shows that, by an appropriate choice of a rich assertional language, it is possible to
extend the utility of symbolic model checking beyond the realm of BDD-represented 2nite-state
systems into the domain of in2nite-state systems, leading to a powerful technique for uniform
veri2cation of unbounded (parameterized) process networks. The main contributions of the paper
are a formulation of a general framework for symbolic model checking of in2nite-state systems,
a demonstration that many individual examples of uniformly veri2ed parameterized designs that
appear in the literature are special cases of our general approach, verifying the correctness of
the Futurebus+ design for all single-bus con2gurations, and extending the technique to tree
architectures. c© 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
The problem of uniform veri2cation of parameterized systems is one of the most
thoroughly researched problems in computer-aided veri2cation. The problem seems
particularly elusive in the case of systems that consist of regularly connected 2nite-
state processes (a process network). Such a system can be model checked for any
given con2guration, but this does not provide a conclusive evidence for the question
of uniform veri/cation, i.e., showing that the system is correct for all possible con2g-
urations.
In fact, we have had a recent experience with the Futurebus+ system, which has
been model checked for many con2gurations in [9] and pronounced correct. Using the
TLV system [24], we were able to analyze additional (and larger) con2gurations and
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detected a bug that escaped the previous veri2cation eDorts. Having corrected the bug,
all of the con2gurations we have been able to check, veri2ed correctly. However, the
question of whether the Futurebus+ protocol in its last version contains another lurking
bug, which makes its appearance only in a con2guration much larger than anyone was
able to check individually, still remains unresolved. One of our main motivations in the
research reported in this paper is to develop a method by which uniform veri2cation
of parameterized designs such as the Futurebus+ can be algorithmically performed.
Many methods have been proposed for the uniform veri2cation of parameterized
systems. These include explicit induction [13, 27] network invariants, which can be
viewed as implicit induction [20, 31, 16, 21] methods that can be viewed as abstraction
and approximation of network invariants [5, 26, 10] and other methods that can be
viewed as based on abstraction [18, 14].
In this methodologically simplistic paper, we go back to basics and claim that,
with an appropriate choice of an expressive but decidable assertional language, the
good old paradigm of symbolic model checking is adequate for uniform veri2cation
of parameterized systems. The paper demonstrates this claim by studying in detail
symbolic model checking with the assertional languages of regular sets and tree regular
sets. For the case of regular sets of strings, we show that many of the examples
previously veri2ed using specialized representations or additional theories, such as the
examples considered in [10, 18, 14], can be solved by this single and simple approach.
The use of regular assertional tree languages is new (except for a brief mention in [17])
and its application to a uniform veri2cation of the Futurebus+ system will be a very
convincing evidence to the power of the approach advocated here.
One of the inspirations to the work reported here was [10] (and its predecessor [26]),
where regular languages was the main instrument used at the end. However, it was felt
that, with some restrictions, the same veri2cation capabilities can be obtained without
the elaborate theory developed in [10]. In particular, in some contexts it may be possible
to unify the network grammar used in [10] to de2ne the network topology and structure
and the regular language used for representing the dynamic behavior of individual
processes. In our approach, we use a single regular language to describe both the
topology and the local states of the member processes. There is of course a price to
pay which, in our case, is that we cannot handle as general network topologies as are
considered in [10], and must restrict ourselves to either array or tree topologies. The
general principle is still applicable to other topologies but requires the development of
a diDerent assertional language for each family of topologies.
By adopting the idea that a set of possible con2gurations of an unbounded array of
processes can be represented as a set of strings over the process alphabet, we can go
further and view the transitions of the system as rewrite rules applied to these strings.
Hence, the model-checking problem for networks can be reduced to the problem of
calculating predecessors of a language via a rewriting system consisting of a 2nite set
of length-preserving rules. 1 In [4], a technique for calculating the reachable states of an
1 If we ignore process creation and annihilation.
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alternating push-down process (i.e. an automaton with one unbounded variable, a push-
down stack) was presented and used in order to model-check such a process against
-calculus formulae. This technique (inspired by the construction given in [3, pp. 91–
93]) is based on representing a regular set L of stack con2gurations by an automaton
A and then calculating the set of predecessors of L via a rewrite rule by modifying
A. In the case of push-down processes the algorithm is guaranteed to converge, but
experience shows that it converges in many other cases.
In this paper we generalize this idea in few directions. First, by using a 2nitary
version of the logic WS1S we extend the technique to treat a more general class of rewrite
rules. We transfer the concept from theory to practice by implementing it into a working
system and applying it successfully to several examples including all single bus versions
of the Futurebus+. Secondly, we treat processes arranged in a tree architecture. To
this end we de2ne sets of process con2gurations as regular tree languages, and employ
bottom–up tree automata to represent them.
The implementation owes much to the MONA system and its underlying princi-
ples [17]. Similar to MONA, we adopt an WS1S-derived language for the user inter-
face with the system, which is then translated into 2nite automata represented with
BDD-labeled edges. However, unlike some of the applications to veri2cation reported
in [17, 2], which are essentially deductive in nature, we use similar tools for symbolic
model checking. We have also implemented a similar tool for trees.
2. Symbolic model checking
In Fig. 1 we present the well-known symbolic model checking procedure for show-
ing that the invariance property g (AG g in CTL) is satis2ed by system P, where g is
an assertion (state formula). This procedure was already formulated in the early 1980s
(see [25, 12, 8]), however, it became practical and widely usable only with implemen-
tations based on ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs) [6], such as [7] and [23].
Procedure SYMB-MC attempts to compute an assertion characterizing all the states from
which a ¬g-state can be reached by a 2nite number of P-steps. If the search loop
terminates at iteration i, then ’i provides such an assertion. By checking that none of
Procedure SYMB-MC(g: assertion);
assertion: ’0; ’1; : : : ;
Let ’0 :=¬g ;
For i=0; 1; : : : repeat
Let ’i+1 :=’i ∨ predP(’i) ;
until ’i+1 =’i ;
Check that ’i ∧ initP =F
end procedure
Fig. 1. A procedure for symbolic model checking.
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the “bad” states characterized by ’i are allowed as initial states of P, we verify that
there is no ¬g-state reachable from a P-initial state, and therefore that g is an invariant
of system P.
The procedure uses the assertion initP as a characterization of all the P-initial states,
and the predicate transformer predP . For an assertion ’; predP(’) is an assertion
characterizing all states that have a ’-state as a P-successor.
As recommended by the rich-language symbolic model checking (RSMC) methodol-
ogy expounded in this paper, in order to verify that assertion g is an invariant of the
(possibly in2nite-state) system P, one chooses an assertional language L and uses it
to apply the SYMB-MC procedure. To be applicable, the language L should satisfy the
following minimal requirements
– The property g and the assertion initP should be expressible in L.
– The language L should be eDectively closed under the boolean operations of nega-
tion and disjunction, and possess an algorithm for deciding equivalence of two
assertions.
– There should exist an algorithm for constructing the predicate transformer predP:L
→L for system P.
We refer to a language satisfying these three requirements as a language adequate for
symbolic model checking. Note that identifying an adequate assertional language only
guarantees that procedure SYMB-MC is applicable. It is still only a heuristic which, when
terminating, provides either proof of correctness or a counter example, but may fail to
terminate. In fact, due to the theoretical results of Apt and Kozen [1], the invariance
checking problem for parameterized systems is in general undecidable, and the best we
can hope for in the general case is a heuristic.
In the remaining sections, we will consider several useful adequate assertional lan-
guages and illustrate their application to parameterized systems of interest.
3. The logic FS1S
We use the logic FS1S, (/nitary second-order theory of one successor) as a speci2-
cation language for sets of global states of parameterized systems. This logic is derived
from the weak second order logic of one successor [29] and also resembles the lan-
guage M2L used in MONA [17]. It is well known that this logic has the expressive
power of regular expressions, as well as 2nite automata which are the representation
underlying our implementation. Following is a brief de2nition of the logic.
Syntax: We assume a signature 	 : {
1; : : : ; 
k} consisting of a 2nite set of 2nite
alphabets. The vocabulary consists of position variables p1; p2; : : : and, for each 
i ∈	,
a set of 
i-array variables Xi; Yi; Zi; : : : .
– Position (2rst-order) terms:
• The constant 0.
• Any position variable pi.
• t + 1, where t is a position term.
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– Letter terms:
• Every a∈
i is a 
i-term.
• If X is a 
i-array variable and t is a position term, then X [t] is a 
i-term.
– Atomic formulas:
• t1∼ t2, where t1 and t2 are position terms and ∼ ∈{=;¡}.
• x=y, where x and y are 
i-terms for some 
i ∈	.
– Formulas:
• An atomic formula is a formula.
• Let ’ and  be formulas. Then ¬’; ’∨  ; ∃p ·’; ∃X ·’ are formulas, where
p is a position variable and X is an array variable.
Semantics: Let  be an FS1S formula. A model for  is given by M = 〈N; ;A〉,
where N¿0 is a positive integer,  assigns to each position variable p a natural number
(p)∈ [0::N−1], and A assigns to each 
i-array variable X a 
i-word A(X )∈
Ni of
size N .
Given a model M = 〈N; ;A〉, we inductively de2ne the interpretation IM induced
by M as follows.
– IM interprets every position term t into a natural number IM (t) ∈ [0::N−1], as fol-
lows:
• The constant symbol 0 is interpreted as the natural number 0.
• For a position variable p; IM (p)= (p).
• IM (t + 1)= IM (t) + 1 modulo N
– A 
i term is interpreted into a 
i-letter, as follows:
• The constant symbol a∈
i is interpreted into the 
i-letter a.
• If A(X )= a0; : : : ; aN−1 and IM (t)= j∈ [0::N−1], then IM (X [t])= aj.
– Formulas are interpreted into boolean values ({0; 1}), as follows:
• For position terms t1 and t2; IM (t1∼ t2) evaluates to 1 if the relation ∼ ∈{=;¡}
holds between IM (t1) and IM (t2).
• For 
i terms x and y; IM (x=y) evaluates to 1 if IM (x) equals IM (y).
• ¬’; ’∨  ; ’∧  ; ’↔  ; ’→  – where ’ and  are formulas, are interpreted in
the standard way, after the formulas ’ and  are interpreted.
• ∃p : ’ – is true if there exists a model M ′= 〈N; ′;A〉, such that  and ′ diDer
at most in the interpretation of the position variable p, and such that I
M′ (’)= 1.
• ∃X : ’ – is true if there exists a model M ′= 〈N; ;A′〉, such that A and A′ diDer
at most in the interpretation of the array variable X , and such that I
M′ (’)= 1.
4. The logic FS1S is adequate
In this section we demonstrate the use of FS1S as an adequate assertional language.
As a running example, we will use program MUX of Fig. 2 which implements mutual
exclusion by synchronous communication.
The body of the program is a variable-size parallel composition of processes P[0]; : : : ;
P[M −1]. Each process P[i] has two local state variables: a local boolean variable has
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Fig. 2. Parameterized program MUX.
whose initial value is T for i=0 and F for all other processes, and a control variable 
ranging over the set of locations {N; T; C} (the noncritical section, the trying section,
and the critical section, respectively). Process P[i] sends the boolean value T on channel
[i] to its right neighbor (if i¡M − 1) and reads into variable has a boolean value
from its left neighbor on channel [i − 1] (if i¿0). As seen in the program, process
P[i] can enter its critical section only if P[i] : has=T.
Our veri2cation goal is to establish that, at any point in the execution, at most one
process resides in its critical section.
A local state of process P[i] is a valuation of the local state variables. For example,
〈 :C; has : T〉 is a local state in which P[i] is in its critical section while its variable
has has the value T. We abbreviate 〈 :C; has : T〉 to 〈C; T〉, listing just the values
assigned to the variables.
A global state (also called a con/guration) of system MUX is a sequence of local
states. For example, the con2guration 〈N; T〉 〈N; F〉 〈N; F〉 represents the initial global
state of system MUX for the case of M =3. Namely, there are three processes, all in
their non-critical locations, such that P[0] : has=T and P[1] : has=P[2] : has=F.
To specify the global state of system MUX in FS1S, we de2ne two alphabets, 
1 : {N;
T; C}, representing possible valuations of the variable  and 
2 : {F; T} representing
the domain of variable has. We use the 
1-array variable  to store the values of
, and the 
2-array variable H to store the values of the local variable has, for all
processes. The size of both arrays is determined by the number of processes in the
veri2ed system. For example, the global valuation
 : [N; N; N ];
H : [T; F; F]
represents the initial global state of system MUX for the case of M =3.
Examining procedure SYMB-MC, we identify two assertions and one predicate trans-
former which need to be syntactically characterized. We will consider each of these in
turn.
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4.1. Expressing the initial condition initP and the desired invariant g
In the following examples, for an array variable X de2ned over a boolean alphabet,
we use the shorthand notations X [i] for X [i] = T and ¬X [i] for X [i] = F.
The initial condition for program MUX can be expressed by the FS1S formula
initMUX : ∀i :  [i] = N ∧ (H [i]↔ i = 0):
Next, we consider the desired property g. For the case of program MUX, the required
property is that of mutual exclusion requiring that at most one process resides in its
critical section at any given instance. This property can be expressed by the FS1S
formula
g: ¬∃i; j : i = j ∧ [i] = C ∧ [j] = C:
4.2. Expressing the predP transformer
To express the predP transformer, we 2rst attempt to describe the change in con2g-
urations as a result of a single program step. Consider our running example, program
MUX. The (parameterized) fair transition system [22] corresponding to program MUX has
two kinds of transitions. There are transitions that aDect only a single process and rep-
resent internal movements and variable changes within this process. The other kind of
transition involves two contiguous processes, i.e., P[i] and P[i+1] for some 06i6M−
2. This transition corresponds to the synchronous communication in which process P[i]
sends the boolean value T, which process P[i + 1] receives and stores into has.
Transitions are speci2ed by an assertion %(V; V ′), relating a global-state s to its
successor s′ by referring to both unprimed and primed versions of the con2guration
variables. An unprimed version of a con2guration variable refers to its value in s, while
a primed version of the same variable refers to its value in s′.
We can express both types of transitions by the following FS1S formulas:
%s(V; V ′): ∃i :
  [i] = N ∧  ′[i] = T∨  [i] = C ∧  ′[i] = N
∨  [i] = T ∧  ′[i] = C ∧ H [i]
 ∧ pres=i( ) ∧ pres(H)
and
%c(V; V ′): ∃i :

i + 1 = 0
∧  [i] = N ∧  [i + 1] = T
∧ H [i] ∧ ¬H [i + 1]
∧ ¬H ′[i] ∧ H ′[i + 1]
 ∧ pres( ) ∧ pres =i;i+1(H);
where for every array variable X ,
pres(X ): ∀j : X [j] = X ′[j];
pres=i(X ): ∀j : j = i → X [j] = X ′[j];
pres =i;i+1(X ): ∀j : (j = i ∧ j = i + 1)→ X [j] = X ′[j]:
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The formula %s represents a transition of a single process, while %c represents a joint
communication transition of two contiguous processes.
The FS1S formula representing all transitions is thus
%MUX(V; V ′): %s(V; V ′) ∨ %c(V; V ′):
Let C(V ) be an FS1S formula representing a set of con2gurations of program MUX. The
predMUX transformer can be expressed by
predMUX(C): ∃V ′ : %MUX(V; V ′) ∧ C(V ′):
This formula represents the set of all con2gurations from which a con2guration in
C(V ) can be reached in a single %MUX step.
4.2.1. Applying SYMB-MC to MUX
Following is a demonstration of the application of SYMB-MC to the parameterized
program MUX, speci2ed in FS1S. We start the iteration with the negation of the property
we want to verify:
’0 = ¬g = ∃i; j : i = j ∧ [i] = C ∧ [j] = C:
Next, we apply predMUX to ’0, as follows:
’1 =’0 ∨ ∃V ′ : %MUX(V; V ′) ∧ ’0(V ′)
=’0 ∨ ∃i; j : i = j ∧ [i] = T ∧ H [i] ∧ [j] = C:
We continue iterating, until the result of the iteration converges, as follows:
’2 = ’1 ∨ ∃i; j : i = j ∧
(
 [i] = N ∧ H [i] ∧ [j] = C
∨  [i] = T ∧ H [i] ∧ [j] = T ∧ H [j]
)
;
’3 = ’2 ∨ ∃i; j : i = j ∧ [i] = N ∧ H [i] ∧ [j] = T ∧ H [j];
’4 = ’3 ∨ ∃i; j : i = j ∧ [i] = N ∧ H [i] ∧ [j] = N ∧ H [j]:
The iteration sequence converges at ’5 (’5 =’4) with the 2nal value
’5: ∃i; j : i = j ∧ (H [i] ∨ [i] = C) ∧ (H [j] ∨ [j] = C):
Finally, we check the intersection with the initial condition
’5 ∧ initMUX = F:
Since the intersection is false, a con2guration satisfying ¬g cannot be reached from an
initial con2guration. We can thus conclude that g is an invariant of program MUX.
Claim 1. If P is a system with an encoding of its global state into FS1S; and both the
global transition relation of P and the goal assertion g can be represented in FS1S;
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then procedure SYMB-MC can be applied to the veri/cation of P |= g; using FS1S as
the assertional language.
Claim 1 does not guarantee that the application of SYMB-MC will terminate.
In the following, we present some additional examples of parameterized systems
which can be handled by the approach presented in this section. In particular, we show
that the case of a process ring can be treated with FS1S, and that the approach can
handle both synchronous and asynchronous communication.
5. Additional examples
5.1. Processor ring
Example MUX considered processes arranged in an array, where tokens could only
move from left to right. Once the rightmost process obtains the token, it cannot deliver
it to any other process. This, of course, is a degenerate version of the real protocol, in
which the processes are arranged in a ring.
The transition relation for the ring con2guration is
%RING(V; V ′): %s(V; V ′) ∨ %C-RING(V; V ′);
where
%C-RING(V; V ′): ∃i :
  [i] = N ∧  [i + 1] = T∧ H [i] ∧ ¬H [i + 1]
∧ ¬H ′[i] ∧ H ′[i + 1]
 ∧ pres( ) ∧ pres =i;i+1(H):
The execution of procedure SYMB-MC converges, and the speci2cation g is found to
be an invariant of program PROC-RING.
5.2. Asynchronous communication
In the previous examples, the communication between processes was synchronous.
In the following, we transform the ring con2guration with synchronous communication
to a similar program based on asynchronous communication. We modify the channel
declaration in Fig. 2 as follows:
local : array [0 : : : M − 1] of channel [1 : : : 1] of boolean:
According to the conventions of Manna and Pnueli [22], this declaration identi2es
[0 : : : M − 1] as an array of asynchronous channels with a buDering capacity 1. We
refer to the so modi2ed program as ASYNC-RING.
The initial condition for ASYNC-RING:
initASYNC-RING: initMUX ∧ ∀i :¬[i]:
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The transition relation %ASYNC-RING:
%s(V; V ′) ∧ pres()
∨ ∃i :
(
 [i] = N ∧ H [i] ∧ ¬H ′[i] ∧ ¬[i] ∧ ′[i]
∧ pres( ) ∧ pres=i(H) ∧ pres =i()
)
∨ ∃i :
  [i + 1] = T ∧ ¬H [i + 1] ∧ H ′[i + 1]∧ [i] ∧ ¬′[i] ∧ pres( )
∧ pres =i+1(H) ∧ pres =i()


This transition relation consists of three disjuncts. The 2rst disjunct represents all local
transitions of a single process. The next two disjuncts represent an asynchronous token
passing, which is performed in two separate transitions.
For program ASYNC-RING, the execution of procedure SYMB-MC converges, and the
speci2cation g is found to be an invariant.
5.3. A protocol with request messages
The protocol presented in Fig. 2 satis2es the safety property of mutual exclusion, but
does not satisfy the liveness property of accessibility. Namely, it does not guarantee
that any process wishing to enter its critical section will eventually do so. To see
that accessibility is not guaranteed, consider a 3-process con2guration of the following
form:
〈N; T 〉〈N; F〉〈T; F〉:
In this con2guration P[0] has the token, P[2] is interested in entering its critical section,
but P[1] is not. Since the token can only be transferred from a process in state 〈N; T〉
to a process in state 〈T; F〉; P[2] will not be able to obtain the token until P[1] moves
to state 〈T; F〉.
This situation can be remedied by allowing processes to receive the token from their
left neighbor even when they are indi?erent, i.e. executing at the noncritical location N .
Such a version of the protocol may, however, be considered highly ineOcient, since
it enforces (due to fairness) continuous movement of the token between indiDerent
processes, even when no process is interested in entering its critical section.
An eOcient solution which ensures accessibility, uses an additional local boolean
variable req, which is true for all processes having some right neighbor who is inter-
ested in entering its critical section. In addition to the t token which moves from left
to right, the improved protocol introduces an r token which moves from right to left,
representing requests for the t token. In Fig. 3, we present program MUX-REQ which
implements the management of request tokens.
Every process of program MUX-REQ consists of three sub-processes running in parallel
and communicating by the shared variables has and req. The 2rst subprocess performs
the main functions of switching between the noncritical and the critical sections. The
second sub-process is ever ready to receive a token from channel t[i − 1] and store it
in variables has. The third sub-process is responsible for communicating the request
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Fig. 3. Program MUX-REQ with request tokens.
tokens along channels r[i] and r[i−1]. If variable req is currently false, the sub-process
is ready to receive a new request from its right neighbor. If req is currently true, the
process propagates the request token to its left neighbor.
For the FS1S representation, we use the additional array variable R to represent the
value of the variable req in all processes. The initial condition for program MUX-REQ is
given by the FS1S formula
initMUX-REQ: ∀i :  [i] = N ∧ H [i] = (i = 0) ∧ R[i] = F:
The transition relation for program MUX-REQ is given by the disjunction
%MUX-REQ: %I ∨ %‘ ∨ %t ∨ %r;
where %I is the idling transition, %‘ describes changes in the control location of sub-
process 1, while %t describes transitions related to communications on channel t and
%r describes transitions related to communications on channel r.
Transition relation %‘ is given by
%‘: ∃i :

pres=i( ) ∧ pres(H) ∧ pres(R)
∧
  [i] = N ∧  ′[i] = T∨  [i] = T ∧  ′[i] = C ∧ H [i]
∨  [i] = C ∧  ′[i] = N

 :
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Transition relation %t is given by
%t : ∃i :
(
( )[i] = N ∧ pres=i;i+1(H) ∧ pres =i(R)
∧ H [i] ∧ R[i] ∧ ¬H ′[i] ∧ ¬R′[i] ∧ H ′[i + 1]
)
Transition relation %r is given by
%r: ∃i :
(
pres( ) ∧ pres(H) ∧ pres =i(R)
∧ ¬R[i] ∧ ( [i + 1] = T ∨ R[i + 1]) ∧ R′[i]
)
:
Applying procedure SYMB-MC to program MUX-REQ and the mutual-exclusion speci2cation
g: ¬∃i; j : i = j ∧ [i] = C ∧ [j] = C;
the procedure converges. This proves that the speci2cation g is an invariant of program
REQ.
6. Tree languages
In this section, we extend the method of regular expressions over strings to deal
with regular tree languages (see [28, 15, 11]). This will enable us to handle process
networks organized in a tree topology.
Since process trees may have diDerent out-degrees for diDerent nodes, we have to
deal with varying arity. We use the logic FS∗S ( /nitary second-order theory of N
successors), a generalization of WS2S, as a speci2cation language for regular sets of
trees. For the implementation, expressions in FS∗S are translated into BTA (bottom-up
tree automata), generalized to deal with varying arity. 2
We de2ne a tree structure S to be a 2nite subset of N∗ (i.e. a 2nite set of sequences
of natural numbers) satisfying
– S contains the empty sequence ..
– If S contains the sequence (1; : : : ; k), then it also contains the (possibly empty)
sequence (1; : : : ; k−1) and the sequences (1; : : : ; k−1; r), for every r; 06r ¡ k .
We refer to the elements of S as the nodes of the tree structure S. Obviously, S
represents a node  by specifying the path from the root to . Thus, =.∈ S represents
the root, and (1; 0)∈ S represents the node which is the 2rst child of the second child
of the root. A node ∈ S is a leaf, if it is not a pre2x of any other member of S.
Let 
 be an arbitrary alphabet, i.e. a 2nite set of symbols. A 
-tree T : 〈S; /〉 consists
of a tree structure S and a labeling function /: S →
, mapping each node of the tree
to a 
 symbol. We will often refer to nodes in the tree as n∈T and to their labels as
/(n).
2 An extension of tree automata to arbitrary arity was made in [19] but in a top–down in2nite context.
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7. The logic FS*S
Following is a brief de2nition of the logic.
Syntax: We assume a signature 	: {
1; : : : ; 
k} consisting of a 2nite set of 2nite
alphabets. The vocabulary consists of position variables p1; p2; : : : and, for each 
i ∈	,
a set of 
i-tree variables Xi; Yi; Zi; : : :.
– Position (2rst-order) terms:
• The constant ..
• Any position variable pi.
– Letter terms:
• Every a∈
i is a 
i-term.
• If X is a 
i-tree variable and t is a position term, then X [t] is a 
i-term.
– Atomic formulas:
• t1∼ t2, where t1 and t2 are position terms and ∼∈{=;¡;≺}.
• x=y, where x and y are 
i-terms for some 
i ∈	.
– Formulas:
• An atomic formula is a formula.
• Let ’ and  be formulas. Then ¬’; ’∨  ; ∃p : ’;∃X : ’ are formulas, where p
is a position variable and X is a tree variable.
Semantics: Let  be an FS∗S formula. A model for  is given by M = 〈S; ;A〉, where
S is a tree structure,  assigns to each position variable p a sequence of natural numbers
(p)∈ S, and A assigns to each 
i-tree variable X a 
i-tree with tree structure S.
Given a model M = 〈S; ;A〉, we inductively de2ne the interpretation IM induced
by M as follows.
– IM interprets every position term t into a sequence of natural numbers IM (t)∈ S, as
follows:
• The constant symbol . is interpreted as the empty sequence.
• For a position variable p; IM (p)= (p).
– A 
i-term is interpreted into a 
i-letter, as follows:
• The constant symbol a ∈ 
i is interpreted into the 
i-letter a.
• If A(X )= 〈S; /〉; IM (t)= ∈ S and /()= a then IM (X [t])= a.
– Formulas are interpreted into boolean values ({0; 1}), as follows:
• For position terms t1 and t2,
IM (t1 = t2) evaluates to 1 if IM (t1)= IM (t2).
IM (t1¡t2) evaluates to 1 if IM (t1) is a pre2x of IM (t2).
IM (t1≺ t2) evaluates to 1 if IM (t1) is smaller than IM (t2) by lexicographic ordering.
• For 
i-terms x and y; IM (x=y) evaluates to 1 if IM (x) equals IM (y).
• ¬’; ’∨  ; ’∧  ; ’=  ; ’→  – where ’ and  are formulas, are interpreted in
the natural way, after the formulas ’ and  are interpreted.
• ∃p : ’ – is true iD there exists a model M ′= 〈S; ′;A〉, such that  and ′ diDer
at most in the interpretation of the position variable p, and such that I
M′ (’)= 1.
• ∃X : ’ – is true iD there exists a model M ′= 〈S; ;A′〉, such that A and A′ diDer
at most in the interpretation of the tree variable X , and such that I
M′ (’)= 1.
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The following FS∗S formulas are used as shortcut notations.
son(x; y) : x ¡ y ∧ ¬∃z : x ¡ z ∧ z ¡ y;
brothers(x; y) : ∃z : son(z; x) ∧ son(z; y)
elder-brother(x; y) : brothers(x; y) ∧ x ≺ y∧;
¬∃z : brothers(x; z) ∧ x ≺ z ∧ z ≺ y;
leaf(x) : ¬∃y : x ¡ y;
where son(x; y) iD y is the son of x in S; brothers(x; y) iD both x and y are sons of
the same node in S; elder-brother (x; y) iD x and y are brothers and x is the rightmost
brother to the left of y. Finally, leaf (x) iD x represents a leaf node in S.
7.1. Bottom-up tree automata
A (variable-arity) bottom-up tree automation (BTA) is a tuple B: 〈
;Q; 8; F〉 where

;Q and F ⊆Q are the standard 2nite alphabet, set of states, and set of accepting
states, while
8 :Q∗ × 
 → 2Q
is a regular transition function, i.e. for every a∈
 and Q˜⊆Q, the set of words
{w∈Q∗ |8(w; a)= Q˜} is regular. In our presentations of BTAs, we write 8 as a 2-
nite number of entries of the form 8(Ei; 
i)=Qi, where Ei is a regular expression
over Q, 
i ⊆
, and Qi ⊆Q indicating that for q∈Q, w∈Q∗, and a∈
, q∈8(w; a)
iD q∈8(Ei; a) for some Ei such that w∈L(Ei).
The way a BTA operates when applied to a 
-tree T is that it proceeds from the leaves
towards the root, annotating the tree nodes with automaton states. A single annotation
step can be applied to the tree node n∈T only when all of its children have been
already annotated. Assume that the children of n have been annotated with q1; : : : ; qk .
Then, n can be annotated by q∈Q if q∈8(q1 · · · qk ; /(n)). Thus, the annotation at n
depends on the annotation of the children of n and on the 
-letter labeling node n.
Note that in the case of unary trees (strings) this de2nition specializes to the familiar
automaton where 8(w; a) is always used with either w=. (in the case of the initial
state) or with w= q for some q∈Q.
More formally, a run of the BTA B over the tree T = 〈S; /〉 is a mapping r: S → Q
satisfying
For each n∈ S with children n1; : : : ; nk , r(n)∈8(r(n1) · · · r(nk); /(n)).
A BTA is said to be deterministic if |8(w; a)|=1, for every w∈Q∗ and a∈
.
Example. Let us de2ne a BTA B which recognizes all variable-arity trees, labeled by

= {a; b}, with the requirement that precisely one node is labeled by b. For the com-
ponents of B, we choose as follows:

 : {a; b};
Q : {q0; q1; q2};
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8 : De2ned as follows:
8(q∗0 ; a) = {q0};
8(q∗0 ; b) = 8(q
∗
0q1q
∗
0 ; a) = {q1};
8(Q∗q1Q∗q1Q∗; {a; b}) = 8(Q∗q2Q∗; {a; b}) = 8(q∗0q1q∗0 ; b) = {q2};
F : {q1}:
The BTA B is obviously deterministic. Given an {a; b}-tree T , automaton B will
annotate by q0 all the nodes n such that the subtree rooted at n is only labeled by a.
Nodes heading a subtree such that precisely one node in the subtree is labeled by b
will be annotated by q1. All other nodes are annotated by q2. The tree T is accepted
by B iD its root is annotated by q1.
The transition function 8 determines the annotation of a node n, based on the anno-
tation of its children and the 
-character labeling n. According to the table, n will be
annotated by q0 if all its children are annotated by q0 and n’s label is a. This also takes
care of the a-labeled leaves, since the empty word belongs to the language q∗0 . Node
n will be annotated by q1 if either all children are annotated by q0 and n is labeled
by b, or all children are annotated by q0 except for one child which is annotated by
q1 and n is labeled by a. In all other cases, n will be annotated by q2 which implies
that at least two b’s have been detected in the tree, and the tree should be rejected.
A tree T is said to be accepted by the BTA B if there exists a run r of B over T
such that r(.)∈F . We denote by L(B) the set of trees accepted by B. The BTAs B1
and B2 are said to be equivalent if L(B1)=L(B2). By applying the standard subset
construction, we can establish the following claim.
Claim 2. (i) Every BTA is equivalent to a deterministic BTA.
(ii) The class of tree languages recognizable by a BTA is closed under the boolean
operations of complementation and union.
7.2. Translation from FS∗S to BTA
The translation from FS∗S to BTA proceeds in two steps. In the 2rst step, an FS∗S
formula is reduced to a simpler form, in which only a limited set of atomic formulas
are allowed, as follows.
– Eliminate . position terms which are not of the form x=.; by rewriting as follows:
in each such atomic formula, replace all position terms . with a new position
variable z and add the condition z=..
For example, rewrite
x ¡ . as ∃z : x ¡ z ∧ z = .:
– Atomic formulas of the form X [x] =Y [y], where X; Y have the same alphabet 
,
are rewritten as∨
<∈

(X [x] = < ∧ Y [y] = <):
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The result is a formula with atomic formulas restricted to the following types: x=y,
x¡y, x≺y, x=., X [x] = <.
The atomic formulas in the simpli2ed expression are then translated to BTA. In the
following examples, translations of these atomic formulas are presented. We use the
following conventions. qr ∈Q is the rejecting state, i.e. if any tree node is annotated
with qr then the tree will be rejected. The state qa ∈Q is the accepting state. For all
following BTAs, F = {qa}.
x=y:

 : {xy; x Ry; Rxy; Rx Ry};
Q : {q0; qa; qr};
8 : De2ned as follows:
8(q∗0 ; Rx Ry) = {q0};
8(q∗0 ; xy) = 8(q
∗
0qaq
∗
0 ; Rx Ry) = {qa};
8(Q∗qaQ∗qaQ∗; 
) = 8(Q∗qaQ∗; xy) = {qr};
8(Q∗qrQ∗; 
) = 8(Q∗; Rxy) = 8(Q∗; x Ry) = {qr}:
x¡y:

 : {xy; x Ry; Rxy; Rx Ry};
Q : {q0; q1; qa; qr};
8 : De2ned as follows:
8(q∗0 ; Rx Ry) = {q0};
8(q∗0 ; Rxy) = {q1};
8(q∗0q1q
∗
0 ; Rx Ry) = {q1};
8(q∗0q1q
∗
0 ; x Ry) = {qa};
8(q∗0qaq
∗
0 ; Rx Ry) = {qa}:
Otherwise the value of8 is qr:
x≺y:

 : {xy; x Ry; Rxy; Rx Ry};
Q : {q0; q1; q2; qa; qr};
8 : De2ned as follows:
8(q∗0 ; Rx Ry) = {q0};
8(q∗0 ; x Ry) = 8(q
∗
0q1q
∗
0 ; Rx Ry) = {q1};
8(q∗0 ; Rxy) = 8(q
∗
0q2q
∗
0 ; Rx Ry) = {q2};
8(q∗0q1q
∗
0q2q
∗
0 ; Rx Ry) = 8(q
∗
0q2q
∗
0 ; x Ry) = {qa};
8(q∗0qaq
∗
0 ; Rx Ry) = {qa}:
Otherwise the value of8 is qr:
X [x] = <;
where X is a 
i-tree variable:

 : 
ix ∪ 
i Rx;
Q : {q0; qa; qr};
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in S : tree structure
∈S
P[] ::

local val : {0; 1; u} where leaf () = val ∈{0; 1}

M : = {m| · m∈ S}
repeat
if ∀m∈M : P[ · m] : val = u
then val : =
∨
m∈M
P[ · m]:val
until val = u


Fig. 4. Process tree program PERCOLATE.
8 : De2ned as follows:
8(q∗0 ; 
i Rx) = {q0};
8(q∗0 ; <x) = {qa};
8(q∗0qaq
∗
0 ; 
i Rx) = {qa}:
Otherwise the value of8 is qr:
Finally, formulas translated by performing operations on the BTAs resulting from the
atomic formulas [15, 11, 28].
7.3. Con/gurations of a process tree as a tree language
As a running example for a system organized as a process tree, consider program
PERCOLATE of Fig. 4. Program PERCOLATE consists of a tree of processes, each having
its local variable val, which ranges over the set of values {0; 1; u}. The value u is
interpreted as “unde2ned yet”, which implies that it will eventually change to either
0 or 1. Initially, all the leaf processes have val ∈{0; 1} and all other processes have
val = u. The purpose of program PERCOLATE is to percolate to the root a value 1 if at
least one of the leaves has value 1, and a value of 0, if all leaves have value 0. If
P[]:val is not yet de2ned but all its children’s values are de2ned then P[] sets its
value to the disjunction of the values of its children. The con2guration of program
PERCOLATE in FS∗S is represented by a 
PERCOLATE-tree variable P over the alphabet

PERCOLATE: {0; 1; u}.
The initial condition of program PERCOLATE is
initpercol : ∀x : leaf (x)↔ (P[x] = 1 ∨ P[x] = 0):
The transition relation of program PERCOLATE is
∃x ·

∀y : x = y → P′[y] = P[y]
∧ (∃z : (son(x; z) ∧ P[z] = u))→ P′[x] = P[x]
∧
(
(∀z : (son(x; z)→ P[z] = u))→
((P′[x] = 1↔ ∃z : (son(x; z) ∧ P[z] = 1)) ∧ P′[x] = u)
)
 :
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The property to be veri2ed can be speci2ed by the following assertion:
g: ∀y : P[y] = u → (P[y] = 1→ ∃x : y6x ∧ leaf (x) ∧ P[x] = 1):
This FS∗S formula states that for any node  in the process tree, if  : val = u then
 : val equals the disjunction of all val values at the leaves of its subtree.
The execution of the symbolic model checking algorithm does not converge. To reach
convergence we construct a meta-transition for PERCOLATE, as described in [30]. While
in the original transition relation processes update their val variable one at a time, the
meta-transition allows all processes to update their val variable simultaneously. As a
result, the set of reachable states explored during a single iteration step of SYMB-MC is
increased.
Using the meta-transition the execution of SYMB-MC converges and the assertion g is
found to be an invariant of program PERCOLATE.
8. The status of the implementation
We have constructed two implementations of systems which use the SMV input lan-
guage extended with a limited subset of either FS1S or FS∗S. The internal representations
of the two systems are that of 2nite automata (FSA) and BTAs, respectively.
The systems accept as inputs the representations of initP , g and the transition relation
TP , and either con2rms that g is a P-invariant, or produces a counter-example, which
is a P-computation reaching a ¬g-con2guration, or fails to terminate.
With the implementation for string languages we have veri2ed the examples pre-
sented in this paper. In addition, we veri2ed two of the four safety speci2cations of
the Futurebus+ cache coherency prototcol which were veri2ed in [9, 24]. These were
checked for the single-bus version of the Futurebus+ protocol and were found to be
correct. The running time for the simple examples was from seconds, to no more than
a minute. For the Futurebus+ the more lengthy veri2cation took less than 2 h on a
Silicon Graphics Challenge computer.
The representation of automata in the FS1S implementation uses OBDD-encoded asser-
tions over the local state variables instead of explicit enumeration of the local states,
which allow a transition from one automaton state to another. Our transition function
has the type A: Q × local assertions → 2Q, where a local assertion is an assertion
over the local state variables. In this implementation, we followed many of the ideas
suggested in [2, 7].
The FS∗S implementation can handle simple examples as PERCOLATE.
9. Conclusions and future research
The paper extended the method of symbolic model checking to deal with systems
with in2nitely many states. The notion of adequate assertional language is general
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enough to accommodate many additional decidable theories that can match particu-
lar types of parameterized systems. So far, the generalization of the symbolic model
checking method was illustrated only for the safety property of state invariance. An
interesting and currently investigated question is how to extend the method to apply
to other types of temporal properties, in particular, liveness properties.
Another promising line of research is how to handle the case that the iteration does
not converge. Other studies of in2nite-state systems have used some notion of widening
which tries to extrapolate an in2nite sequence to its limit. Some version of such an
extrapolation may prove useful to handle our cases of divergent assertion sequences.
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